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Scots shares the same Germanic roots as English, but the two languages
developed separately during the Middle Ages when Scotland and
England were independent, mutually hostile nations. Then, Scots
absorbed distinctive words from French, Dutch, and Scandinavian
languages, while ironically preserving its Old English roots better than
the English ofEngland in words like hame (home) and stane (stone). Scots
was spoken by every sector of Lowland society.
The hegemony of Scots was eroded by important historical events
such as the Reformation (16th century), when the first vernacular Bibles
were printed in English; the Union of the Crowns (1603), when Scots
poets lost royal patronage; and the political union of Scotland and
England in 1707, when the prestige of the language of the larger partner,
England, was firmly established.
Yet three centuries later, despite enormous pressures toward linguistic
conformity, Scots remains a vital component of Scottish cultural life, the
medium of plays, novels, poetry, and a rich and beautiful song tradition.

Scots in a Scottish library from an
early edition of Sir Walter Scott's
1816 novel The Antiquary.
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A native Scots speaker from Ayrshire,
Billy Kay's work promoting Scots has
been a major catalyst for the language's revival in education and the
media in recent years. He produced
the television series "The Mother
Tongue" and the radio series "The
Scots Tongue," and wrote the influential book, Scots, The Mither Tongue.
He has published successful plays,
poetry, and short stories in Scots and
also frequently visits Scottish primary
and secondary schools to talk to the
students about Scots.
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